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Support some of the MediaWiki syntax that
doesn't conﬂict with TikiWiki syntax
Status
 Pending
Subject
Support some of the MediaWiki syntax that doesn't conﬂict with TikiWiki syntax
Version
3.x
Category
Feature request
Feature
Wiki Syntax (text area, parser, external wiki, etc)
Edit interface (UI)
Interaction (with the outside World)
Submitted by
Marc Laporte
Lastmod by
Marc Laporte
Rating
                              (0) 
Description
Please go to "Syntax Examples" here:
http://www.wikimatrix.org/compare/TikiWiki-CMS-Groupware+MediaWiki
Please also see:
http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Help:Wikitext_examples
Some syntax could be supported as it doesn't really conﬂict with the existing.
Basic formatting markup
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You can ''italicize text'' by putting 2 apostrophes on each side.
3 apostrophes will '''embolden the text'''.
5 apostrophes will '''embolden''' and ''italicize''
'''''the text'''''.

Signature/timestamp

You should "sign" your comments
on talk pages:
- Three tildes gives your
signature: ~~~
- Four tildes give your
signature plus date/time: ~~~~
- Five tildes gives the
date/time alone: ~~~~~

Section headings

== Section headings ==
''Headings'' organize your writing into
sections.
The ''Wiki'' <u>ab</u>
##software can automatically
generate a [[table of contents]] from them.
=== Subsection ===
Using more "equals" (=) signs creates a subsection.
==== A smaller subsection ====
Don't skip levels,
like from two to four equals signs.
Start with 2 equals signs not 1
because 1 creates H1 tags
which should be reserved for page title.

However, links & images could be more problematic.
Related:
Wiki markup for icons
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Wiki editing: Preview with diﬀ, like Mediawiki
Infoboxes like MediaWiki/Wikipedia, but making use of trackers to be future-proof
Support for the Wiki creole markup (syntax)
MediaWiki import script
Importance
8
Priority
40
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
Ticket ID
2102
Created
Monday 27 October, 2008 17:00:06 GMT-0000
by Unknown
LastModif
Monday 27 October, 2008 17:53:41 GMT-0000

Comments

luciash d' being

16 Mar 09 16:40 GMT-0000

Some emoticons/smileys could be optionally parsed too, like this: ;)
("space_or_newline+semicolon+close_parenthesis")
and all the others common smileys of course
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No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item2102-Support-some-of-the-MediaWiki-syntax-that-doesn-t-conﬂict-with-TikiWiki-syntax
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